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a b s t r a c t

This paper is devoted to study an important subject that the displacement and the free traction

boundary conditions are assigned on the different edges of corners. Such different boundary conditions

can often be found in engineering applications. Techniques for handling linear elastostatics with

different boundary conditions are more intriguing and advanced, because the particular solutions are

involved in Oðrnk Þ with complex power nk , and because the complex coefficients are also needed. Two

new model problems of corner singularity are designed for Y¼ p and Y¼ 2p, their highly accurate

solutions and intensity factors can be achieved by the collocation Trefftz method. An advanced and

comprehensive analysis of corner singularity of linear elastostatics of different boundary conditions is

established in this paper, and the singular solutions can be used in numerical computation, thus to

greatly enhance the Trefftz method, including the collocation Trefftz method, the hybrid Trefftz

method, the combined method, etc.

& 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

The singular solutions at corners and the fundamental solu-
tions are important in both theory and computation for linear
elastostatics. Our recent efforts are made to seek the particular
solutions of corner and crack singularity of linear elastostatics, to
design new models of different kinds of corner singularity, and to
find their numerical solutions. In [1–3], the analysis is explored
for singularity properties and particular solutions of linear elasto-
statics, and the singular solutions have been found for corners
with three uniform boundary conditions: (1) the displacement
condition, (2) the free traction condition, and (3) their mixed
boundary conditions. This paper is an advanced study to explore
different boundary conditions on different edges of corners.
Compared with previous works, the techniques in this paper are
more intriguing and challenging, because the particular solutions
are involved in Oðrnk Þ with complex power nk, and because the
complex coefficients are also needed. The complex power nk can
either be found by solving two nonlinear equations for general Y
or they can be expressed explicitly for real and imaginary parts on
some special Y¼ ‘p, ‘¼ 1;2, given when l¼ tm for any t40,
where l and m are the Lamé constants. Two new model problems
of corner singularity are designed for Y¼ p and Y¼ 2p, their

highly accurate solutions and intensity factors can be achieved by
the collocation Trefftz method. To our best knowledge, this is the
first time to provide the particular solutions near the corner with
different boundary conditions on different edges in linear elasto-
statics, and to report their numerical computation. Since different
boundary conditions often occur in engineering (e.g., the balcony
of buildings with the L-shaped elastics structure, where one edge
is free in the air, and the other edge is fixed on the wall), the
analysis, computation and numerical results in this paper are
significant for both theory and computation of linear elastostatics.

Here, let us mention some important works on this subject.
The singular properties for traction conditions in Williams [4,5]
are obtained by using a similarity to biharmonic equations, and
some discussions and applications are followed by Lin and Tong
[5], Jirousek and Venkstesh [6], Jirousek and Wroblewski [7] and
Qin [8,2]. In [32,33], complex fundamental solutions and complex
numerical methods are developed for plane elasticity problems.
In this paper, we derive directly the particular solutions of linear
elastostatics at corners. Once the singularity of corner solutions is
known, the reduced convergence rates can be identified for finite
element method (FEM), finite difference method (FDM) and finite
volume method (FVM). Some improved techniques, such as the
combined Trefftz method in [2,9], can be solicited to recover the
optimal convergence rates. More importantly, by the results of
this paper and [1–3], we may develop a number of new and
renovated numerical methods for linear elastostatics, such as the
combined method in [9–12], and the Trefftz methods [13–15],
which include the boundary approximate method [9,16], the
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collocation Trefftz method [17–20], the hybrid Trefftz method
(see [8,21–24]), the boundary collocation techniques [25,26], and
elastoplastic stress stated in a cracked structure [27,28]. Results
of these papers have established a deeper, comprehensive and
systematic analysis of corner singularity of linear elastostatics.
The particular solutions of crack singularity derived in this paper
and [1–3] can be viewed as special purpose Trefftz functions, and
other kinds of those functions for linear elastostatics are dis-
cussed in the special Trefftz method [37–42].

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, a basic
description for linear elastostatics problems in 2D is introduced,
and general particular solutions are provided. In Section 3, for
displacement and traction boundary conditions at different cor-
ner edges, the powers nk of Oðrnk Þ in the particular solutions are
derived, and in Section 4, the explicit particular solutions are
explored for the corner with the interior angles Y¼ p,2p. Two
new models of crack singularity with different boundary condi-
tions are designed for computation, one of them mimics Motz’s
model [29]. In Section 5, the collocation Trefftz method (CTM) in
[9,18] is used to seek their solutions, and numerical results are
reported, with the highly accurate solutions and intensity factors.
In the last section, a few concluding remarks are addressed.

2. Linear elastostatics problems in 2D

Consider the linear elastostatics problem in 2D. Denote the
displacement vector,

w
!
¼w¼ fw1ðxÞ,w2ðxÞg

T ¼ fuðx,yÞ,vðx,yÞgT , ð2:1Þ

where x
!
¼ x¼ ðx1,x2Þ ¼ ðx,yÞ. The linear strain tensor is given by

EijðxÞ ¼
1

2

@wiðxÞ

@xj
þ
@wjðxÞ

@xi

� �
, 1r i,jr2: ð2:2Þ

Let sij ð1r i,jr2Þ denote the stress tensor at x. For an isotropic
Hookean solid, there exist the stress–strain relations

sij ¼ lðr � w
!
Þdijþ2mEij, 1r i,jr2, ð2:3Þ

where ‘‘r�’’ is the divergence operator, dij are the Kronecker delta, and

lð40Þ and mð40Þ are the Lamé constants. When there exists a body

force f
!

, we obtain the non-homogeneous equation (see [30,31]),

mDw
!
þðlþmÞrðr � w

!
Þþ f
!
¼ 0 in S: ð2:4Þ

When f
!
� 0
!

, we have the Cauchy–Navier equation of linear elasto-
statics for isotropic body:

Dw
!
þ

1

1�2n
rðr � w

!
Þ¼ 0 in S, ð2:5Þ

where the Poisson ratio

n¼ l
2ðlþmÞ , 0ono 1

2
: ð2:6Þ

Denote the constant k¼ 1=4ð1�nÞ. For the plane strain pro-
blem the constant

D¼
lþm
lþ3m

¼
1

3�4n
¼

k
1�k

, ð2:7Þ

and for the plane stress problem,

D¼
1þ n̂
3�n̂ , n¼ n̂

1þ n̂ : ð2:8Þ

The traction on @S is denoted by

t!ðw!ÞðxÞ ¼ ðtxðu,vÞ,tyðu,vÞÞT , ð2:9Þ

where the stress components are given by

txðu,vÞ ¼ sx cosðn,xÞþsxy cosðn,yÞ, ð2:10Þ

tyðu,vÞ ¼ sxy cosðn,xÞþsy cosðn,yÞ: ð2:11Þ

For the exterior normal n
!

of the edge boundary, we have

cosðn,xÞ ¼ cos
p
2
þy

� �
¼�sin y, cosðn,yÞ ¼ cos y: ð2:12Þ

Hence we have from (2.10) and (2.11)

txðu,vÞ ¼ �sx sin yþsxy cos y, tyðu,vÞ ¼�sxy sin yþsy cos y,

ð2:13Þ

where the stress

sx ¼ ðlþ2mÞuxþlvy, sy ¼ luxþðlþ2mÞvy, sxy ¼ mðuyþvxÞ:

ð2:14Þ

In Jirousek and Wroblewski [7], Jirousek and Venkstesh [6],
Qin [8], and [1–3], for the Cauchy–Navier equation (2.5), the
particular solutions can be written as follows:

uL ¼
XL

k ¼ 1

rnk fak½�sin nkyþDnksinðnk�2Þy�

þbk½cos nky�Dnk cosðnk�2Þy�
þck sin nky�dk cos nkygþd0, ð2:15Þ

vL ¼
XL

k ¼ 1

rnk fak½cos nkyþDnk cosðnk�2Þy�

þbk½sin nkyþDnk sinðnk�2Þy�
þck cos nkyþdk sin nkygþc0, ð2:16Þ

where nk are complex, and ak,bk,ck,dk are complex coefficients.

3. Singularity near corners with different boundary
conditions

The corner singularity of elasticity plane was first discussed in
Williams [4] and Lin and Tong [5], and then in Jirousek and
Wroblewski [7], Jirousek and Venkstesh [6] and Qin [8]. Note that
Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) derived directly from the Cauchy–Navier
equation [3] are coincident with [6,8, p. 82].

We will derive the particular solutions for corners in this section,
with the displacement condition on one edge, and the free traction
boundary conditions on the other edge. Choose the sectorial domain
S¼ fðr,yÞ9ð0rroR,0ryoYÞg, where YA ð0;2p�, to satisfy

u¼ v¼ 0, on y¼ 0, ð3:1Þ

tx ¼ ty ¼ 0, on y¼Y: ð3:2Þ

First, consider the displacement condition (3.1). From (2.15) and
(2.16) there exist the coefficients relations:

c0 ¼ d0 ¼ 0, dk ¼ bkð1�DnkÞ, ck ¼�akð1þDnkÞ: ð3:3Þ

Then Eqs. (2.15) and (2.16) lead to

uL ¼
XL

k ¼ 1

rnk fak½�2 sin nkyþDnkðsinðnk�2Þy�sin nkyÞ�

þbkDnk½cos nky�cosðnk�2Þy�g, ð3:4Þ

and

vL ¼
XL

k ¼ 1

rnk fakDnk½cosðnk�2Þy�cos nky�

þbk½2 sin nkyþDnkðsinðnk�2Þy�sin nkyÞ�g: ð3:5Þ

3.1. The Powers nk in rnk

We will use the basic approaches in [1–3], to seek the particular
solutions of (3.4) and (3.5) satisfying the traction conditions (3.2). The
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